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ART AND TEXTILE DESIGN: 
THE ONONDAGA SILK COMPANY'S "AMERICAN 
ARTIST PRINT SERIES" OF 1947 
BY 
AMY C. LUND 
A THESIS SUBMITTED IN PARTIAL FULFILLMENT OF THE 
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DEGREE OF 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
IN 
TEXTILES, FASHION MERCHANDISING, AND DESIGN 
UNIVERSITY OF RHODE ISLAND 
ABSTRACT 
In the spring of 1947, the Onondaga Silk Company 
collaborated with the Midtown Galleries of New York City to 
create the "American Artist Print Series." This collaboration, 
drawing upon the familiar practice of using well-known 
international artists as textile designers, resul t ed in a 
collection of dress fabrics inspired by works o f lesser-known 
American artists. The goal was to bring American art to the 
fashionable consumer. Ideas and influences from art, industrial 
design, textile design and fashion design from the first half of 
the twentieth century are reflected in this series. 
This study explores the development of the "American Artist 
Print Series" starting with the conception o f the idea of using 
American artists" works as the inspiration f or fashionable 
textile fabrics. Paintings from selected artists represented by 
the Midtown Galleries were chosen by the silk company. 
Industrial designers then adapted the motifs for screen printing 
on silk and rayon fabrics. Finally, leading c ontemporary 
American ready-to-wear designers, including Sophie of Saks, 
Nettie Rosenstein, and Jo Copeland, created fa s hionable garments 
with the fabrics . The complete series, from paintings to 
ii 
finished garments, was presented to the American public through 
exhibition in major museums and department stores . 
The Onondaga venture was a commercial success, encouraging 
continued collaboration with the Midtown galleries and its 
artists. This study recognizes the contribution of a New York 
Art Gallery and of a little-known American textile company to 
both the fields of textile design and art history . It may 
encourage future study of other designs produced through similar 
processes; further study of design in the 194 0 s, a period which 
has been little recognized in scholarly literature is needed. 
Primary sources included paintings, texti l e samples, extant 
garments and ph o tographic representations, letters, notes, and 
the original label copy from the exhibition. Secondary studies 
and contemporary articles were c onsulted for inf o rmation 
concerning early twentieth century art, industrial design, 
textile design, and fashion design. 
iii 
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ARTISTS AND TEXTILE DESIGN: 
THE ONONDAGA SILK COMPANY'S "AMERICAN ARTIST PRINT SERIES" OF 
1947 
Introduction 
Most publications on twentieth century textile design and 
fashion leap from examples of Art Deco to the styles of the mid-
1950s and the beginnings of Pop Art. These publications also 
focus primarily on European design. Currently, scholars are 
trying to correct the omission of non-European textile and 
fashion design from design history. They are attempting to show 
the stylistic, historical, and cultural importance of previously 
unacknowledged textile designs within industrial design of the 
twentieth century. Interest i s also building concerning the 
connections between these designs and early twentieth-century 
social and political issues. 1 
Scholars are exploring the previously unknown textile 
designers behind American firms of the twenties and thirties and 
studying the designs produced by individual c ompanies, such as 
the Stehli Silk Company or H.R Mallinson"s & Co . 2 They are 
looking at individual textile artists, such as the works o f Ruth 
2 
Reeves, and the impact of their contributions to the field of 
design. 3 A 1993 exhibit at the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston, 
Massachusetts recently reconsidered textiles from the Arts and 
Crafts Movement to the Art Deco period, exhibiting 
accomplishments of little-known artists Marguerite Zorach and 
Ruth Reeves alongside major manufacturers such as Fortuny, Inc., 
Liberty and Company, Morris and Company, and Cheney Brothers . 4 
Yet, even among these studies, the stylistic period between 
1945 and 1955 has not been considered. Designs of the post-
World War II era were remarkable because of their popularity and 
their originality. Many textile designs of this period stand 
out because of their relationship with fine art . Throughout 
history, fine artists have created tapestries and embroideries, 
sketching the designs to be worked out by technicians or 
creating copperplate and woodblock images for fabric printers. 
In the late nineteenth century, a movement to unite art and 
industry evolved in reaction to the perceived threat to 
traditional aesthetic values by the bare utilitarianism of new 
industrial products. The art world attempted to redefine the 
premise of fine art and make it more accessible to the common 
person by modifying mass-manufactured products of many kinds . 
These ideas were reflected in the efforts of William Morris and 
the Arts and Crafts Movement which encouraged the working 
relationship between art and industry . The movement left a 
strong artistic mark on the world of textile design as well as 
in the design of furniture, wallpapers, glass, and metalwork. 
In the process of production, artists often combined the ideas 
3 
of different media forms to achieve their aesthetic goals. Many 
of the designs of the early twentieth century can be traced back 
to the influences of the works of the artists involved. 5 
At this same time, the industrial world began to pursue new 
possibilities for increased production and sales. With the 
technical advances in production, industry produced large 
quantities of inexpensive items. Companies spent more time on 
the designs of their products to compete more strongly in their 
markets. The industrial designer, an individual whose job it 
was to interpret and modify technological innovations to appeal 
to the consumer of mass-manufactured goods and thus increase 
sales, was born. Often this designer had art training or 
appealed to an artist for inspiration. Some of the artists who 
became involved with industry were well known, and their 
celebrity helped sell the products with which they were 
associated. More frequently, artists existed under the umbrella 
of a company name as in-house designers, without public 
recognition on labels or in promotional materials. 6 
The combination of the two worlds, art and industry, 
allowed for good design to reach a greater percentage of the 
population than it pr eviously had. As a result, manufactured 
products began to change. Design emerged as a new and important 
way to enhance normal, everyday objects and give them special 
meaning. 7 The consumer also began to determine what became 
fashionable by what h e or she bought. 
Painters, sculp t ors, and architect s b ecame involved with 
other media b esides their own a s the twentieth century 
4 
developed. Painters Salvador Dali and Georgia O'Keefe , for ,
example, collaborated with Steuben glass to create the series 
"27 Artists in Glass. 118 John Murray, architect and designer, 
produced roller printed rayons and cottons. 9 
Artists who were familiar with the relatively new graphic 
art of screen printing on paper began to explore its use with 
textiles. The textile industry began to actively seek artists 
to design their products . 10 Screen printing began to be used 
for decorating textiles in the early twenties in Europe and 
England and in the late thirties and early forties in America.1 1 
Businesses such as Ascher, Ltd. of England, Bianchini-
Ferrier, Edinburgh Weavers, Ltd., and Allan Walton depicted 
contemporary artists' works on their textiles in the years 
before World War rr. 12 Some of these textiles were designed by 
internationally-kn own artists such as Salvador Dali, Vertes, 
Raoul Dufy, and Fernand Leger, while others were created by 
artists known only to the companies. 13 Several of these artists 
worked for more than one company over the years; Raoul Dufy 
worked for both Onondaga and Bianchini - Ferri er. 14 Henri 
Matisse, Pablo Pi casso , Alexander Calder, Angelo Testa, and 
Henry Moore also are among the better-known a rtists who explored 
the medium of textiles. 15 Unfortunately, their interest in 
texti les is usually cons idered an excep ti on to their role as 
painters or sculptors and is glossed over in light of their 
ot her achievement s . 
Between the two wor ld wars emphasis turned to in creased 
production, effic i ency and economica ll y viable enterprises. 
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Governments began to use the arts for the betterment of society . 
Britain employed artists to design or decorate manufactured 
objects through the Design and Industries Association in the 
193Os. 16 Another program established in America was the Federal 
Art Project which started in 1935. This project responded to 
problematic economic forces by providing American artists with 
available work. 17 The industrial designer gained status in 
every industry. 1s 
During World War II, many r o llers and printing plates were 
requisitioned in both England and the United States for their 
metal content. 19 The textile industry had to look for other 
methods and materials for pr oducing printed fa b rics. Interest 
in and growing competence with screen printing as a surface 
design technique for textiles grew . 20 
The textile designs which emerged from this collaboration 
between the textile industry, screen printers, and artists 
featured a common visual style. Screen printing allowed textile 
printers to produce finer lines wi t h greater control of color 
which led to more calligraphic results. 21 This method also 
allowed for larger pa t tern repeats because designs were no 
longer confined to the 18" r epeat di c tated by the circumference 
of a roller. 22 
The calligraphic images of early screen printed textiles 
were often combined with washes of color in the background or as 
contrasting amorphous shapes reminiscen t of other art at this 
time. This style was often call e d biomorphi c or semi-
abstract. 23 Print e d textiles f r om t his period are similar to 
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painted works by Arshile Gorky, Joan Mir6, and mobile artist 
Alexander Calder, and furniture designer Eero Saarinen. By the 
end of the war this biomorphic style had become well 
established, although it was not the only style used. 
At the close of the second World War, the center of art and 
industrial design shifted from Europe to the United States. 24 
Many artists sought refuge from the chaos of Europe or strove to 
explore the developing art of modern industrial America. 25 
Thus, the stage was set for the collaboration between fine 
artists and the American textile industry. 
This study explores a segment of American textile design in 
the United States in post-World War II by focussing on artistic 
dress fabrics produced by the Onondaga Silk Company of New York 
City for the spring of 1947. The inspiration for these fashion 
fabrics were paintings created by American artists represented 
by a New York City art gallery. 
The Onondaga Silk Company's "American Artist Print Series" 
is examined from its initial conception, through the choice of 
painters and paintings, the interpretation of motifs by 
industrial designers into textile designs, and the creation of 
garments by leading ready-to-wear designers, to the public 
presentation and its impact. The relationship between artists 
and the textile industry is considered in the context of 
twentieth century design. Primary sources included textile 
artifacts, garments, and renderings of art which influenced 
these artifacts, as well as newspapers, periodicals, and 
business records. 
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The goal of this study is to bring attention to textile 
designs inspired by American artists in the late 1940s. The 
directors of the Onondaga Silk Company and the Midtown Galleries 
produced the "American Artist Print Series" in 1947 believing 
that they were taking a great and unique step into the history 
of textile design. Until now, this collaboration and others 
like it have been little known or recognized. 
The Onondaga silk company's "American Artist Print series" of 
lill 
The Evolution of An Idea 
In the spring of 1947 the Onondaga Silk Company of the 
United States produced a collection of screen-printed textiles 
for use in fashionable apparel entitled "American Artist Print 
Series." The company had worked with artists to design textile 
prints before 1947, but this was the first time it singled out 
American artists and to ok the designs directly from previously 
painted works as opposed to having the artists create designs 
especially for textiles. 
The Onondaga Silk Company was established in 1918. 26 In 
April of 1930 it merged with the Old Colony Silk Mills of New 
Bedford, Massachusetts . 27 At this point it had mills in 
Syracuse and Ogdensburg, New York, and Easton, Pennsylvania , as 
well as offices in Chicago and Los Angeles. 28 The company 
produced its own fabric from throwing and spinning the raw 
materials to weaving fabric and printing. It produced plain, 
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jacquard, velvet, and printed fabrics of rayon and silk , for use 
in the manufacture of ties, l i nings, and fashionable apparel. 29 
The "American Artist Print Series" was a collaboration 
between Onondaga and the Midtown Galleries of New York City. 
The i dea was the inspiration of the wife of the director of the 
gallery, Mary Gruskin, who presented it to Onondaga. 30 
Onondaga's president described the goal of the collaboration as : 
' ... not to turn the painter into a textile 
designer, but rather to make intelligent and 
expert use for fashion of the motifs, coloring 
and style expressed by his special talents . . . . 
To catch the spirit of the f i ne painter's work 
on fabric . ... ' 31 
He and others th ought that this project was highly original and 
"one of the most unusual and exciting ventures ev er undertaken 
in Ameri can Art or in American Fashions. 113 2 
Both the silk company and the gallery must have considered 
the commercial aspect of this venture. The textiles had t o 
appeal to the aesthetic nature of consumers and their 
fascination with art to assure fabric sales. The finished 
garments had to conform to current trends in fashion. Thus, the 
concept had to consider both the conservatism of the public 
after the war and the consumer's interest in novelty and change. 
When completed, the paintings, textile designs and garments made 
with the textile prints were brought together for an exhibition 
which toured several major cities in the United States . 
9 
Choosing the Artists and The Paintings 
The group of six American artists chosen by Onondaga --
William Palmer, Waldo Peirce, Dong Kingman, Gladys Roc kmore 
Davis , Doris Rosenthal , and Julien Binford -- were exhibiting 
their works at the Midtown Galleries in New York City in 1946. 
These artists worked in the mediums of oils, watercolors and 
pastels . Each artist had his or her own style and favorite 
subject, and the textile designs produced from their paintings 
reflected their individuality. None of these artists could be 
termed avant garde . Their paintings did not reflect the 
abstract expressionism of Jackson Pollack or Kandinsky or the 
surrealism of Salvador Dali. Instead they were reminiscent of 
traditional, literal painters and American scene realists which 
included Edward Hopper, Grant Wood, and Andrew Wyeth. 33 
William Palmer devoted himself primarily to painting and 
murals which portrayed landscapes and scenery of New York 
State. 34 Waldo Pierce produced impressionistic landscapes and 
sti l l lifes in oils and watercolors. 35 Dong Kingman worked with 
watercolors as a painter, illustrator and muralist. 36 His 
subjects included city scenes and city objects. Gladys Rockmore 
Davis worked in the medium of pastels to portray theatrical 
imagery . 3 7 Doris Rosenthal was known for her painting, as well 
as her work in li t hography, which focussed on Central American 
themes and images. 38 Julien Binford concentrated on images 
local to his hometown in Virginia using watercolors and oils . 39 
Notes in the Arch i ves of American Art r ecord the selection 
process of the paintings and sketches used for the printed 
10 
textiles: the images were "made for the purpose or taken from 
previous work ... ," and the selection was "to recreate on silk 
themes frequently used in the artist's paintings. 1140 In March 
of 1946, Midtown Galleries sent Onondaga five paintings by 
Rosenthal on the twenty-first, and another seven paintings by 
Palmer on the twenty-fifth. On April 3, 1946, seventeen more 
paintings were sent: three by Binford, three by Palmer, three by 
Kingman, three by Rosenthal, three by Peirce, and two from 
Davis. 
The artists were given $150 advance royalties for each 
design. Up to this point, none of the paintings or designs were 
specifically titled in the archival records. Finally a more 
complete list o f titles selected for Onondaga by Midtown, dated 











"The Catch (Fish in Net)" 
"Kittens at Play" 














"Fine Creek Mills" 
"Roosters and Hens" 
"Woman With a Hat" 
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Some of the designs included in the final series are in 
this list . A few eventually would be excluded, and others added 
before the textiles were produced, but the selection had almost 
been completed as comparison to Table 1 shows. Although records 
are haphazard, a fairly accurate account of the selection 
process can be reconstructed. By June 20, 1946, eight more 
paintings by Davis (1), Kingman (2), and Peirce (5) were 
selected, although the titles are unknown. Again the artists 
were given $150 advance royalties for each design. 42 
The final selection included two works by William Palmer, 
"Sun, Water and Air" and "Horses," which exhibit the subjective 
expressionism often evident in American Scene painting (Figures 
lA and 2A) . 43 In each, the focus is concentrated with intens i ty 
on the subjects by the use of light and line. The subjects are 
dwarfed by the surrounding elements and time seems frozen. 
Waldo Peirce's works in this series also have a strong 
ethereal quality of American Scene painting, but his style is 
impressionistic. 44 He concentrated on image and col or rather 
than on linear detail. His paintings for this collection range 
from sweeping landscapes and allegorical subjects such as "The 
Dogwood's Last Stand" (Figure 3A) and "Eur opa and the Bull" to 
12 
TABLE 1 
THE "AMERICAN ARTIST PRINT SERIES" BY THE ONONDAGA SILK CO., 1947: 
TEXTILE DESIGNS AND THEIR CORRESPONDING PAINTING TITLES 45 
Artist(total # of textiles created from paintings) 
Textile title Painting title, medium 
William Palmer (3) 
Horses and Corrals 
Sun, Water and Air 
Horses 
waldo Peirce (7) 
Jardin Aux Lilas 
Kittens at Play 
Fish in Net 
Trout Fishing 
Sea Fantasy 
Clouds and Trees, Trees 
Cider Press, or Down East 




Chickens in Squares 








Julien Binford (3) 
White Chickens 
Fine Creek Mills, or The 
Farmer's Daughter 
Woman with a Hat 
Horses, watercolor 
Sun, Water and Air 
Horses, watercolor 
Lilac Garden 
Autumn Leaves with Kittens 
The Catch, or Fish in 
Net,watercolor 
Trout Fishing, watercolor 
Europa and The Bull, oil 
The Dogwood's Last Stand, oil 
On the Penobscot, or Cider 
Press,oil 
White House, watercolor 
Trees, watercolor 
Red Poppy, watercolor 
Back Yard[s] 46 ,watercolor 
Ballet Slippers, oil 
Carousel #1, oil 
Giselle, oil 
Children and Corn, pastel 
Papaya, or Flowers and Fruit, 
Fruit on Table, pastel 
Rooster(s) in the Coal Bin,oil 
Scythe Sharpener of Fine 
Creek Mills, watercolor 
Woman With (a) Hat, watercolor 
13 
more specific scenes such as "Jardin Aux Lilas," "Autumn Leaves 
and Kittens," and "The Catch." His choice of subject in "Europa 
and the Bull" also shows the neoclassical influence on design 
that arrived during the 1930s and 1940s with Art Deco from 
Italy. 48 Peirce's "Trout Fishing," and "Cider Press/ On the 
Penobscot" follow the regionalist school of American Scene 
painting (Figure 4A) . 49 These images came from his native state 
of Maine. 
In contrast to the works of Palmer and Peirce, Dong 
Kingman's paintings evoke a sense of dynamism and immediacy . 
His paintings, "Trees," "White House," and "Back Yards" 
epitomize this feeling (Figure SA and 6A) . 50 They are vivid 
interpretations of everyday scenes which emphasize the images 
and focus less on underlying themes. Kingman's style can be 
compared to tha t of other regionalists through his choices of 
subject matter; but unlike the regionalists, he did not limit 
himself to American scenes. He chose his subjects from his 
environment by walking around until he found an image that 
fascinated him. This environment could be San Francisco, New 
York, Bangkok or New Orlean s . 51 
Gladys Rockmore Davis ' themes were often mythical, 
idealistic, and romantic. Her subjects consisted of images 
derived from the theater and children's st ories which she 
frequently illus t rated. 52 The label copy accompanying the 
Onondaga textile exhibition mentioned that Davis "prefers to 
paint easily rec ognizable figures. 1153 Perhaps this is what drew 
her to representational images for "Ballet Slippers" and 
14 
"CarouselN (Figure 7A). The former depicts the backstage scene 
of preparing for a ballet while the latter shows a simple 
outdoor park scene. 54 She later submitted similar designs to 
Onondaga for another series produced in 1949 .ss 
Doris Rosenthal painted primarily tropical subjects . Her 
work showed a preoccupation with Central America, specifically 
Mexico and Guatemala. Two Guggenheim fellowships in Mexico in 
the early and mid-1930s may have led to or supported this 
fascination. 56 Even Rosenthal's less obvious subject in 
"Children and Corn" seems to have originated fr om a sketch from 
Guatemala. 57 
Julien Binford is less well known than the other painters. 
Little has been written on his life or his work, but his 
interests can be discovered by examining the titles of the works 
he submitted to Onondaga before and after this series was 
produced. He followed the path of the regionalists and worked 
primarily with genre which included many rural scenes of his 
local Virginia landscapes. These scenes often focussed on 
farming activities. SB 
The final selecti on o f paintings followed traditional 
artistic styles from the thirties, primarily regi onalism and 
American scene painting, rather than the newer avant garde 
trends of surrealism or abstract expressionism. The use of 
detail and line in these American styles contain traces of 
transcendentalism and literal puritanism where European painting 
styles usually reflect classicism and r omanticism. 59 Although 
the works chosen by the Onondaga Silk company and the Midtown 
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Galleries for this series may not have been on the cutting edge 
of contemporary artistic style as were the works of Pollack, de 
Koening, Mir6, or Gorky, they were good examples of the more 
traditional style of American painting of this time period. 
The Fabric Prints Are Designed 
After the final selection, Onondaga's industrial designers 
translated the paintings into suitable designs for dress 
fabrics . The original images by the artists were intended for 
rigid, static paintings rather than for three-dimensional, 
flexible flowing forms. 60 Draping, cutting, and sewing printed 
fabrics into garments can either create a successful fashion 
design or completely ruin the graphic image on the material. 
Thus, the industrial designers had to adapt the paintings into 
textile designs appropriate for use by dressmakers. 
The industrial designers did not confine themselves to 
literal interpretations of the paintings but often chose 
sections or specific motifs for their adaptations. They tried 
to stay as true to the original character and style of the 
paintings as possible, but occasionally modified the motifs .6 1 
In this series, the interpretation of William Palmer's 
painting "Sun, Water and Air" appears on a white silk crepe with 
a fine black outline of hills and trees accented with yellow and 
pink splashes of color . 62 The label cop y noted, "the elements 
were skillfully simplified" during their translation, yet the 
dramatic intensity of the painting is still apparent. The scene 
was translated int o alternating oblique repeats which measure 
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15" high by 20 1/2 " wide (Figures lA and lB) . 63 This 
arrangement of the repeats leaves little open space, making the 
pattern more visually interesting than if each scene were lined 
up horizontally. 
Palmer's other painting, "Horses," was ultimately 
translated into two different designs for the textiles. In 
each, the horses are different shades than the original 
painting, one also was modified with spots. Riders also were 
added to the scene in each interpretation, and the theme of one 
pattern was adapted to the Old West. 
The first interpretation, "Horses and Corrals," was a very 
linear, horizontal representation with pairs of horses running 
across the width of the material. The emphasis is on the whole 
panorama, and the scenery includes cacti and linear corral 
fencing which the original painting does not contain. The 
design consists of three scenes, horses galloping in pairs, 
empty corrals, and lone riders in a desert in a horizontal and 
vertical repeat of 8 1 /4 " in each direction. This de si gn 
appeared in combinations of blue washes of color on a white silk 
crepe and in red washes on white rayon crepe. 64 
The other textile design, "Horses," more closely mirrored 
the image from t he painting. I t focussed on the foreground 
figures of the hor ses and in terpreted the scenery in an abstract 
manner. The moti on and impressionistic style of the painting is 
carried by t he curvilenear shape of the texti l e des ign. The 
balance of the acti ve foreground and the inactive background of 
the painting is carried over to t he textile design through the 
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intermittent spacing of the compact design on the plain 
background. The circular design also returns the eye to the 
motifs and away from the overall effect the pattern repeats. 
This large design was repeated in green and black on silk 
(Figures 2B and 2C) . 65 
Waldo Peirce's "Europa and the Bull" also was modified for 
the fabric print, this time to allow for social sensibilities, 
and retitled "Sea Fantasy." The final design depicts a 16" high 
by 17" wide repeat of a green- and yellow-clothed Grecian nymph 
in the place of the nude Europa seated on the back of a gray and 
black bull on a gray silk crepe. 66 
The exhibit label for "Trout Fishing" states "by giving 
stronger accents to some tree and rock forms and by more closely 
interlacing the foliage a well knit all-over design has been 
achieved . •67 The pattern abounds with activity through the use 
of many small curved lines and unichrome accents. The focus is 
the image of a fisherman casting his rod into a stream in 
alternating directions. Unfortunately, it is difficult to find 
him amidst the overall pattern of trees and rocks. The design 
appears in shades of brown, red, or green washed over a black 
outline in a half - drop repeat 14 3/ 4" high by 14 1/ 2" wide on 
white rayon or silk crepe. The brown colorway is similar to the 
artist's original work. 6B 
Similarly, Peirce's "Cider Press" is adapted into a very 
active design. Yet, the polychrome nature of the print defines 
the images and the whole scene more clearly. The print appeared 
in washes of gre en, r ed, blue and yellow on a white silk crepe 
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with the main images highlighted with black . 69 Furthermore, "a 
clever use of red accents and Peirce's sprightly brushstroke 
give the necessary decorative quality . .. 70 
The industrial designers also managed to carry over the 
impressionism of the painting "The Dogwood's Last Stand" into 
the textile "Clouds and Trees" (Figures 3A and 3B). It portrays 
the idea of the fall scene by emphasizing the darkened tree 
trunks and using washes of bright color for the areas of leaves 
in a half-drop pattern repeat 15" high by 16" wide. One textile 
is described as blue, green and gold, while another example was 
yellow, tan, and brown on white silk crepe. 71 
The designers were intrigued by Kingman's work, perhaps 
because of its graphic qualities. The label accompanying "Red 
Poppies" states "In Dong Kingman the fabric industry has 
uncovered a highly skilful[sic] designer - if he could be 
tempted away from his own highly creative way of painting. 1172 
This was not likely to happen. As much as they liked Kingman's 
works, they interpreted them less directly and more thematically 
by choosing selected motifs for repeated prints. In this 
instance the industrial designers also did not follow Kingman's 
suggestion of col ors, whi ch was for a red and ye llow print, but 
instead used black and red on gray and white silk crepe. 73 
This selected choice of motifs by the industrial designers 
is clearly evident in the description of their work with "Back 
Yard[s]" and "White House." "New Orleans" was a su ccessful 
adaptation of "White House" although it does not exactly mirr or 
its origin: 
Here ... these motifs were 'lifted' from Dong 
Kingman"s colorful watercolor of an old New 
Orleans street corner, re-arranged by the 
industrial designer into an all-over, closely 
packed pattern and then printed by the 
manufacturer with nice attention to color 
(Figures 5A and 5B) . 74 
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The resulting fabric was a polychrome silk crepe using the 
images of the car, street lamp, posts, and fence interspersed 
with trees and a doorway in alternating horizontal rows which 
created a vibrant urban scene for a 15" high by 10 1 / 2" wide 
pattern repeat. 75 
Meanwhile, only a small portion of "Back Yards" was used 
for "Chickens in Squares" as the label states: 
This print, above all others in the exhibition, 
shows the important role of the industrial 
artist in re-working the artist's original idea 
into a workable, printable pattern. Not only 
was the drawing of one chicken enlarged and made 
more decorative, but the design was reversed in 
alternative rows to give variety and prevent a 
monotonous effect (Figures 6A and 6B) . 76 
The painting shows the chickens in the lower left hand corner as 
a small part of the main back yard scenery. The chickens become 
the focus of the textile print, alternating in a checkerboard 
pattern with two-colored squares in a repeat 6 3 / 4" high by 6 
3 / 4" wide . This is the smallest pattern repeat used in this 
selection of prints. The colors of this design are red, blue, 
and yellow print on white rayon crepe. 77 
The industrial designers appreciated the larger scaled 
motifs for their translations. 78 Among these were Davis' works 
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"Carousel," and "Ballet Slippers" (Figures 7A and 7B). 
"Carousel" is almost an exact reproduction of Davis' painting 
minus the children in the foreground. The printed polychrome 
design was 20 1/4" high by 30 " wide on silk crepe. The example 
studied did not have a full repeat, but it was noted that the 
design was printed in four rotations around the top of the 
image. 7 9 "Ballet Slippers" displays the images of ballerinas, 
crowns of roses, pairs of slippers, and pointed hats directly 
from Davis' painting in blue, pink, yellow, black, and white 
discharge on the 41" wide silk crepe . BO 
The example of the textile design "Papayas," originating 
from either Doris Rosenthal's "Fruit on Table," is similar to 
the adaptation of Davis' "Ballet Slippers." It is quite large 
without a full repeat over the 23" high by 20" wide area of the 
silk crepe example. The motifs are of pineapples, papayas, and 
leaves.Bl Another print of this title but which depicted 
branches of banana trees was derived from "Flowers and Fruit." B2 
"Corn Foliage", on the other hand, repeats the vertica l ly 
oriented stalks of corn in a half-drop repeat 15" high by 17 
1/ 2" wide (Figure 8A). The images in this design are outlined 
in fine black lines with evenly balanced highlights of color .B3 
Unfortunately, since the origin of this design has not been 
located to date, the proce s s of transformation from the original 
painting to textile is not known . 
The designs derived from Julien Binford's paintings 
consisted of two rural farm scenes, one of chickens being fed 
near a coal bin and the other of general farming and harvesting 
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activities. The first scene was almost directly reproduced onto 
fabric effectively using the figure of a farmer to connect the 
multidirectional images of the hens and roosters. The print 
appears in a 9 1/ 2" wide by 13 1/ 4" repeat on both gray and blue 
silk and rayon crepe. 84 
A description of the latter scene, "Fine Creek Mills," 
stated that "the fabric retains much of the spirited brush-work 
and drawing quality that Binford achieved in his first drawing" 
{Figure 9A) . 85 The completed design is a half-drop repeat 14 
3/4" high by 15" wide . Examples of this print exist in red and 
gray on white rayon crepe and in gold and gray on white silk 
crepe. 86 
Binford's "Woman with a Hat" was deemed "one of the most 
successful carry-over patterns from paintings to fabric designs 
in the exhibition" {Figure 10A) . 87 This design is ambiguous 
with the multi-directional repeated pattern of the body of a 
tiny, thin woman under an oversized hat. The variation of the 
motif in size and orientation keeps the eye from lingering on 
any one aspect of the design. The circular hat also is 
countered by the linear nature of the woman's body and limbs. 
Although the motif in this print is small the design repeat is 
14 1/2" high by 9 3/ 4" wide. The black design was used on both 
green and a bright pink silk crepe. as 
Many of the textile designs produced through this 
collaboration of painters and industrial designers exhibit a 
combination of fine calligraphic lines and washes of color which 
are characteristic of textile prints produced in the late 
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forties, including those by Ascher, Ltd. and Bianchini-Ferrier. 
The finished prints also parallel the styles of abstract 
expressionist art gaining in popularity after 1945 such as that 
by Arshile Gorky, Joan Mir6, Willem de Koening and others. The 
designs combined the traditional styles of the original 
paintings with contemporary textile design trends. 
Creating the Garments 
The next stage was for garments to be made from the printed 
fabri cs. The style of a garment contributes as much to its 
success as the design of the textile used. The overall 
silhouette is as important as detail. When used in different 
manners, the overa ll shape and line can make a garment appear 
sporty or elegant. It can disguise some parts of body or 
emphasize others. 89 
To make a successful garment, the print design should not 
overwhelm the shape, nor should the shape overwhelm the print 
design. Each should be set off by the other in a complementary 
balance. The fashion designers had to keep in mind the large 
scale of some of the textile prints in this series. 90 
Texture and weight of fabric also are important as they 
influence a designer's method for shaping and cutting a garment . 
Most of these designers used draping to create their designs. 
The fabrics in this collection were lightweight silk and rayon 
crepes. Crepes contribute texture and body which printed silk 
or rayon fabrics do not always have. 91 
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Styles had remained in stasis during the Second World War 
without many innovations. Common features were well-defined 
padded shoulders, natural waistlines, and knee-length hems. The 
stark, square shoulders and defined waist created a trim look 
similar to that of military uniforms . 92 Draped or shirred 
fabric treatments, which had appeared in the late thirties, 
became more prominent in the forties. The rationing of fabric 
due to war restrictions was partially the cause of widespread 
use of these economical ways of making spare designs interesting 
without using excess fabric . 93 This was to remain so even after 
the war ended, although a desire for new designs was in the air. 
Bright colors fashionable in the late thirties were toned 
down by the mid forties. Garments appeared with softer lines 
and fuller skirts as the years progressed. Designers offered 
variations on the successful designs of the early war years but 
also tried new ideas with different focal points for less severe 
silhouettes. 94 
The United States had grown strong in the fashion world 
during the war years. U.S. apparel manufacturers had an 
available workforce which was less directly affected by the 
ravages of the war than its European counterparts. 95 The 
ready-to-wear industry, to which it devoted most of its energy, 
also gained status as an affordable, fashionable alternative to 
custom-made clothing. Among the fashion leaders in this 
industry were Claire Mccardell, Vera Maxwell, Claire Potter, and 
Elizabeth Hawes. 96 
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In July of 1946, the Onondaga Silk Company began fabric 
production so that garments could be constructed, photographed, 
and ready for showing by October and November for the previews 
of the spring fashions. For this stage of production, Onondaga 
sought the talents of some of the most fashionable contemporary 
American ready-to-wear garment designers who worked alongside 
those already mentioned: Eta of Ren-Eta, Jo Copeland of 
Pattullo, Brownie of Foxbrownie, Joset Walker of David M. 
Goodstein, Inc., Sally Milgrim, Morris Kraus of Zuckerman and 
Kraus, Ben Reig, Bruno of Spectator Sports, Anna Miller, Nettie 
Rosenstein, Sophie of Saks, and Emmet Joyce of Samuel Kass, 
Inc. 97 Their designs were anticipated to arrive at the 
retailers by January of 1947 {Table 2). 
Mme. Eta designed garments for thematic series, such as a 
Cape Cod series and a Grecian series, in the early forties. 98 
Jo Copeland was raised in the fashion world, her father having 
worked in the clothing business; she had worked with other 
Onondaga fabrics before this series. 99 Miss Brownie was well 
known for designing afternoon and evening garments. 100 Joset 
Walker design ed casual wear and sports clothes. 101 Sally Milgrim 
worked in ready-to-wear as well as custom clothing which 
included several inaugural gowns f o r the wives of presidents 
Harding, Coolidge, and Rooseve lt. 102 Morris Kraus worked with 
Ben Zuckerman, another popular designer of this period, 
designing coats and su its . 103 Ben Reig also specialized in co at 
and suit designs for everyday wear. 104 Bruno of Spect ator Sports 
ranked among the top designers of the 1940s. 105 Anna Miller 
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TABLE 2 













January, 194 7 
January, 1947 
February, 1947 -
March, 194 7 
- Fabrics to dress manufacturers, 
start couturiers designing and 
cutting. 
- Dresses available for photography. 
- Lines ready at manufacturers, 
openings and fashion shows. 
- Onondaga Fashion Show and Cocktail 
Party for press at museum. 
- Publicity release by Onondaga. 
- Dresses arrive at retailers for 
Resort / Spring 1947. 
- Stores show Spring / Summer 1947 
fashions. 
- Piece goods arrive in fabric 
departments after dress line 
established. 
Advertising breaks, stocks in 
stores. 
- Advertising continues. 
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designed both for her own business and with her brother Maurice 
Rentner in the 1960s. 107 Like Jo Copeland, Nettie Rosenstein had 
also worked with Onondaga on other projects . She was honored in 
her field by several design awards. 108 Sophie of Saks designed 
both made-to-order and ready-to-wear garments, working with 
Emmet Joyce to produce a "Saks Originals" collection. 109 Joyce 
also designed day and evening dresses of his own. 110 
Several of the garment designs produced for Onondaga's 
"American Artist Print Series" reflected the budding interest in 
a new softer silhouette. The fabrics were made into day-
dresses, blouses, dinner and evening dresses, and scarves. 111 
Emmet Joyce of Samuel Kass, Inc. created an evening dress 
with William Palmer's textile design "Sun, Water , and Air" which 
shows the open neckline that began to appear in the late 
thirties (Figure lA). 112 The dress had a softer look than the 
earlier forties. The long, simply draped dress was a good 
vehicle for the elaborate landscape design of the print. 
Palmer's "Horses and Corrals" was used in a sport dress by 
Foxbrownie emphasizing the horizontal arrangement of one of the 
prints (Figure 2B). Sophie of Saks Fifth Avenue created a full-
skirted evening dress with the print "Horses," which had a 
circular arrangement of motifs (Figure 2C) . 113 The evening dress 
had a sweetheart neckline and fitted bodice, along with a wide, 
full skirt trimmed with net along the hem . 114 Although the 
sweetheart neckline is characteristic of wartime fashion, the 
feminine silhouette and full skirt f oreshadow Dior's "New Look." 
The large but closed, curving printed design is well 
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complemented by the restrained tailoring and large quantity of 
material. The outfit is completed with a pair of long black 
gloves. 
Sophie of Saks created a slim evening dress with Peirce ' s 
"Jardin Aux Lilas" print. 115 The shoulders are gathered towards 
the side of the bustline, and the sides of the bodice are 
gathered at the center front. The dress has short cap sleeves. 
The waist is slim and falls into a straight skirt . A small 
gathering of fabric at the back softens the straight line. The 
emphasis on the upper bodice through minimal fabric and busy 
construction is complemented by the quantity of fabric used in 
the skirt with minimal construction . The large curvilinear 
print is used well to balance the simple silhouette. The print 
shape softens the vertical emphasis of t he garment along with 
the natural curves of the body. 
Eta of Ren-Eta worked with Waldo Peirce's "Clouds and 
Trees" to produce a slim evening dress with a gathered halter 
neckline (Figure 3C) . 116 The bodice shows a draped design 
reminiscent of the late thirties rather than the squarer, 
sharper appearance of the forties which l eads the eye up to the 
shoulders and head instead of down to the waist. The draped 
skirt, gathered to the waist, was reminiscent of the mid-forties 
creations by Paris designers such as Lucien LeLong and Marcel 
Rochas. 11 7 The textile print adapts well to the vertical lines 
of the dress whi le also complementing the rounded silhouette. 
The shape of the dress and the colors of the print are accented 
along the draped hem by a solid-colored crepe. 
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Nettie Rosenstein created two different dresses with the 
print from Peirce's "Cider Press." Rosenstein designed an 
evening dress with a soft, bertha collar and draped sleeves 
(Figure 4A) . 118 The shape of the dress generally follows the 
body line but does not accent any particular point. It 
emphasizes the bust and neckline and competes with the busy 
nature of the design. The silhouette of this dress is similar 
to the dress from Pierce's "Trout Fishing" but the latter 
emphasizes the horizontal lines more strongly to contrast 
accordion pleats in the collar and skirt tiers. 119 
The afternoon dress created by Rosenstein, on the other 
hand, is similar to Eta's adaptation of "Clouds and Trees" with 
its emphasis on a gathered bustline and fitted waist. 120 The 
shoulders are obviously still padded (Figure 4B). This use of 
structural design balances the busy textile print and allows for 
the eye to rest briefly from the active rhythm of the whole 
garment. This dress is accompanied by gloves made of the same 
textile print. 
A good example of the fashion of the day can be seen in Jo 
Copeland ' s use of the fabric based on Dong Kingman ' s painting 
"New Orleans. 11 21 Copeland manages to soften the square neckline 
by draping the shoulder area. The natural waistline separates 
the bodice from the slim single-pleat skirt. (Figure SC). The 
acute angle of the pleat emphasizes the small waist while 
softening the skirt line at the hem. The sharp angle also 
counters the upward focu s of the open neckline. Copeland's 
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design balances simple construction with complex print design in 
a pleasing manner. 
Copeland designed a similar style dress from Kingman's 
"Chickens in Squares. 11122 This dress works well with the 
geometric nature of the textile design. The draped neckline 
offsets the more obvious squares of the print design. The 
silhouette is softened by draping at the hipline to complement 
{Figure 6C). The emphasis on the hipline in this dress is 
leading towards later styles of the forties by Christian Dior. 
This simple dress design also is made more complex by the 
diagonal line of the print rather than through construction. 
The textile print of Kingman's "Red Poppies" was made into 
an attractive blouse by Morris Kraus. 123 This garment design is 
loose fitting with simple lines. The loose fit softens the 
square padded shoulders. The busy textile print also provides 
dimension with its curling, swirling lines and repeating 
flowers. The blouse would accent a slim suit in color and 
silhouette. 
The print from Gladys Rockmore Davis' "Ballet Slippers" was 
interpreted in a simply constructed dress. 12 4 The clean lines of 
the dress act as an effective background for the large print in 
the same way that the black ground of the print is an effective 
foil for the bright colors of the motifs. The bodice and 
sleeves are loose but gathered to a fitted waist. The skirt 
drapes smoothly from the natural waistline. This overall 
silhouette became very popular in the year to come . 
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Davis' "Carousel" presented a challenge for Nettie 
Rosenstein because of the scale of the design (Figure 7B) . 
Rosenstein managed to utilize it in a suit and blouse 
combination. The textile design softens the jacket shape and 
emphasizes the blouse effectively while the dark ( coor ) of the 
suit acts as a foil for the colorful print. The line of the 
shoulders and neckline are broadened by the shape of the lapels 
and emphasized by the colorful print. At the same time, the 
focus is drawn away from the angular construction of the jacket 
by the teardrop shapes within the image of the print. Matching 
dark gloves and a hat complete the suit by maintaining the 
central focus of the eye on the bodice rather than drawing away 
from it . 
The flowing textile design of Rosenthal's "Corn Foliage" 
was well suited to the silhouette of the long evening dress 
designed by Brownie of Foxbrownie (Figure 8B) . The shoulder 
line is broad and square with long, tight fitting sleeves and a 
high, closed collar. The skirt is essentially a straight sheath 
with the simple addition of gathering at one hip, emphasizing 
the natural waistline. This detail also manages to round out 
the hipline by drawing attention to the waist area. According 
to principles of good design, this print appears to overpower 
the simple cut of the dress . . 
The print "Papayas" from Rosenthal's "Flowers and Fruit" 
was made into a stunning evening dress using the print to 
highlight the construction and the silhouette. 125 The short 
sleeves are draped from a padded shoulder. The silhouette of 
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the dress follows the natural bodyline while the construction of 
the garment emphasizes the shoulderline and the waist. 
Meanwhile the print pattern emphasizes the shoulders and the 
lower skirt and deemphasizes the construction. Each point of 
the design plays off another to create an overall harmony. 
"White Chickens" was used in two different dress designs . 126 
Joset Walker added neutral colored fabric along the sides of the 
bodice from shoulders to gathered waist, and as a tie at the 
natural waistline. The skirt drapes smoothly from the gathered 
waist. The linear , vertical lines and overall silhouette 
balance the curved shapes and lines created by the 
multidirectional orienta t ions of the motifs in the print. 
This print also was used in a day dress which had a square 
open neckline and rounded shoulders . A softly draped skirt 
falls from t he natural waistline , emphasized by a cinched belt. 
Again, the simple lines of the dress offset the busy pattern of 
the print. 
The ensemble designed by Foxbrownie from Binford's painting 
"Fine Creek Mills" accents the padded shoulder line and natural 
drape of the skirt (Figure 9B) . 12 7 The dress is set off by a 
wide shouldered, loose-fitting, coordinated jacket. The curved 
hem of the jacket complements its boxy line and the straight 
hemline of the skirt, displaying the emerging softer ideal. The 
flared hem of the ja cket slee ve balances the fitted print 
gloves. 
Bruno of Spectator Sports designed a full-waisted dress in 
from Binford' s "Woman with a Hat" (Figure 9B) . 128 The full skirt 
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required more fabric than some of the other designs and showed 
the declining interest in conservative styles of the early 
forties. The natural waistline and the padded shoulders weight 
the dress on a horizontal plane, but the high collar and the 
gathers of the skirt balance the garment on the vertical plane. 
The loose construction of the draped cap sleeves and soft lines 
of the skirt also lessen the vertical line. Matching gloves 
provide a linear balance for the rounded shape of the waist . 
This balance, shape, and line is carried over well into the 
dress design from the textile print. 
The success of these garments depended strongly on their 
appeal to the public who were accepting of some conservative 
styling while also looking for something new. The resulting 
garments reflected the influences of design and the changing 
American culture on the fashion of the post -war period. 
The hard-e dged silhouettes of the pre -war era were still 
produced by top designers for the contemporary market , but these 
designers were experimenting with draping and gathering to 
produce softer looks. To do this they emphasized shoulders, 
necklines, waists, hips, and hemlines . Designs were considered 
successful if they balanced these det ails well while also 
utilizing the patterns of the fabrics. 
Ultimately, th e presentation and sales to the co nsumer 
would determine the success or failure of the textile designs, 
their interpretations, and the garments themselves. The 
garments made with these Onondaga prints were carried by leading 
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department stores in the United States and advertised alongside 
those of current European designers. 129 
The Presentation and Promotion 
Onondaga presented their printed designs as a complete 
package, paintings into garments, on the afternoon of December 
16, 1946 in the Ritz Carlton Ballroom in New York City. The 
exhibition included the paintings, yard samples ot the fabric 
prints, and the finished garments. A color film also was made 
to record the creative process behind the production and to be 
shown along with the exhibition. 130 Invitations were sent to 
newspapers, radio stations, and magazines. 13 1 
After its presentation, the garments were to arrive at 
retailers by January 1947, and the fabrics were to become 
available as piece goods soon after. 132 At the same time, the 
show traveled to several major cities and department store 
chains such as the R.H. Sterns Company in Boston, Massachusetts; 
Rich's, Inc, in Atlanta, Georgia; and Bloomingdale's in New York 
in promotion of the fabrics. 133 Bloomingdale's produced an 
advertising catalog for promotion of the dresses. 134 The 
exhibition was also requested by art museums and design schools 
(Table 3). Several letters responding to requests for the show 
mention a $50 fee, not including shipping and handling charges 
for the use of the exhibit. 135 
As for the success of the fabrics and dresses, the royalty 
figures indicate that the prints varied in sales, but whether 
this was due to the subject matter, their translation into 
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June 9, 1947 
June 22, 1947-
July 31, 1947 
Sept. 1-19, 1947 
Oct. 1-22, 1947 
Nov. 2-30, 1947 
Dec. 8-31, 1947 
Jan. 12-31,1948 
Feb. 8-28, 1948 
March 8-?, 1948 
April 1- May 2, 
1948 
Atlanta Art Association and High 
Museum of Art 
Atlanta, Georgia 
Cleveland Museum of Art 
Cleveland, Ohio 
City Art Museum of St. Louis 
St. Louis, Missouri 
Toledo Museum of Art 
Toledo, Ohio 
Kalamazoo Institute of Arts 
Kalamazoo, Michigan 
Wilmington Society of Fine Arts 
Wilmington, Delaware 
Dayton Art Institute 
Dayton, Ohio 
Rochester Memorial Gallery 
Rochester, N.Y. 
Munson-Williams - Proctor Institute 
Utica N.Y. 
Springfield Museum of Art 
Springfield, Missouri 
Fort Wayne Art School and Museum 
Fort Wayne, Indiana 
John Herron Art Institute 
Indianapolis, Indiana 






fabric designs, or garment design is unknown. 137 It was probably 
a combination of factors. One advantage may have been the 
growing fashionability of subdued colors and smaller designs. 13 8 
The royalty figures were based on yardage sold and do not 
distinguish between textile patterns or completed garment 
designs. The available figures do not include Palmer's 
"Horses." Yet, some conclusions can be drawn from the available 
information on yardage . 139 
In total this series sold over 51,000 yards of fabric. The 
adaptation of Julien Binford's painting "White Chickens" sold 
the most fabric , close to 8,000 yards. The next highest amounts 
were for Waldo Pierce's "Cider Press," "Europa and the Nude," 
and "Trout Fishing," and William Palmer's "Horses" (for the 
textile print "Horses and Coralls") at an average of 4,000 
yards. Sales from textiles adapted Kingman's "Trees," and 
"White House" as well as Binford's "Fine Creek Mills" ranged 
from about 2,500 to 3,000 yards. Most of the prints fell in the 
range of 1,000 to 2 , 000 yards sold. The least successful 
prints, Pierce's "Kittens at Play" and "Jardin Aux Lilas," 
Davis' "Giselle," and Rosenthal's "Tropical Foliage" (probably 
"Flowers and Fruit / Papayas)" sold under 900 yards. 
Generally, a minimum of three to four yards for each of the 
outfits in this series; the evening dresses used more fabric 
than the blouses, and smaller amounts of fabric were used for 
gloves and scarves. 140 Enough fabric for about 12,500 dresses 
was sold, with an estimate of about 300 yards reserved for 
gloves or scarves . 141 This number includes possible completed 
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garments by designers as well as garments made at home from 
yardage. This would have been a fairly large number of garments 
sold in this series . 
These dresses probably sold in department stores for 
somewhere between $125 - $200 to $500. 14 2 These prices ran well 
below the range of couture fashion which could be several 
thousand dollars but above everyday ready-to-wear garments which 
was $100 or less. 143 The above cost would prevent the average 
person from being able to afford one of these dresses , except 
for a special occasion. Most likely these designs were 
purchased by upper middle class or upperclass women. 
Based on the amount of fabric that was sold, the "American 
Artist Print Series" was a successful venture. The exhibition 
tour through museums and galleries in major cities very likely 
contributed to the sal es throughout the year of 1947 and into 
1948. It would have assured a continued interest in the line of 
fabrics beyond its opening season. 
All evidence points to the overall success of this series . 
Both the Onondaga Silk Company and the Midtown Galleries 
believed this was true and set in motion plans to produce 
another series of this type. Unfortunately it is unclear how 
much influence the garment designers and garment designs might 
have had on the final sales figures for each textile print and 
on the success of the series as a whole. It also is unknown how 
much fabric of each print was made of silk or of rayon and 
whether this had any effect on cost or sales. 
' 
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Continuing the Idea 
This venture by the Onondaga Silk Company and the Midtown 
Galleries must have been considered successful because Onondaga 
continued to employ a few of the artists it had contracted with 
in 1946 as well as adding a few more from the the Midtown 
Gallery over the next few years. In 1948, the Onondaga Silk 
Company and the Midtown Galleries planned a new exhibit titled 
"Contemporary American Silk Print Series." Included in this 
series of textile prints were "Children at Play" by Davis, 
"Mexican Water Carriers" by Rosenthal, "Typhoon" by Palmer, 
"Kentucky" by Peirce, and "Chinese Coolies" by Kingman. 14 4 
These titles are consistent with the themes that interested 
these artists. In particular, Rosenthal's "Mexican Water 
Carriers" is reminiscent of her earlier painting of "Guatemalan 
Water Carriers," and the textile for Davis' "Children at Play" 
contains simila~ figures to those used in "Carousel. 11145 The 
Midtown Galleries also sent paintings to Onondaga by other 
artists over the next few years including Lenard Kester, William 
Thon, Henry Billings, Cecile Belle and Fred Meyer. 146 
Besides these two collaborations with the Midtown 
Galleries, little else is known about the Onondaga Silk Company. 
These art series seem to have been the only major ventures by 
Onondaga besides one other similar exhibition with the Kennedy 
Art Galleries of New York City for the Fall of 1947 which 
focussed on bird imagery in art. 14 7 After these exhibitions, the 
Onondaga Silk Company drifted back into the relative obscurity 
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from which it arose to capture the brief interest of the fashion 
world. 
The "American Artist Print series" in context 
The "American Artist Print Series" produced by the Onondaga 
Silk Company in 1947 was an example of the cooperation between 
the textile industry and the art world that had evolved by the 
end of World War II. As this study has shown, the industrial 
and artistic worlds of the first half of the twentieth century 
fought to keep up with the continuing rapid advances in 
technology and fashion while social and political changes were 
taking place around them. Industry worked to anticipate 
technological and aesthetic changes, looking outside its own 
sphere for new ideas. Artists sought work in industry, one of 
the few fields open to them without retraining, during the hard 
economic times that followed the world wars. 
In this atmosphere, the field of textile design flourished. 
Internationally-known artists designed furnishing materials and 
apparel items. Their ideas and sketches were translated into 
surface design for textiles. Many designs also were created by 
unnamed artists and industrial designers. 
The use of actual paintings as inspiration for textile 
designs evolved by the close of the World War II. For instance, 
in 1945, Ascher, Ltd. of England produced a series of head 
scarves called "Modern Art for Daily Wear" which were designed 
by English artists . 148 Zika Ascher believed in bringing art out 
of museums to the common person and into an everyday context. 
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Ascher thought it better that his artists did not understand the 
field of textiles so as not to be constricted by the pre-set 
boundaries of the textile medium or the prejudices of the 
textile designer, 149 
The resulting designs displayed a style of their own, 
deriving directly from the artists' images. In the case of the 
Onondaga series, the industrial designers were intermediaries 
through which the paintings reached their final form. By 1947, 
Ascher was adapting the works of many internationally-known 
painters and sculptors such as Matisse and Henri Moore to 
textiles. 
At this same time the Onondaga Silk Company collaborated 
with the Midtown Galleries of New York City and its artists to 
produce an "American Artist Print Series." The principle behind 
the Onondaga "American Artist Print Series" was similar to 
Ascher's concept: 
For, 
Instead of forcing the artist into a scheme 
wherein he becomes overly aware of the 
industrialist' s promoti on plans, the plans are 
laid later in terms of what the artist has 
created. 150 
.. . the value of the easel painter to his 
industrial sponsor is in direct ratio to the 
complete realization of the painter's aesthetic 
purposes ... 151 
The six painters chosen for the Onondaga venture 
represented American artists whose works were traditional rather 
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than avant garde. Their genre was primarily American scene and 
regionalist painting, and their subjects ranged from general 
landscapes to specific scenes and objects. Their styles varied 
from impressionistic to graphic, while their mediums included 
watercolors, pastels, and oils. The final twenty-one images 
used for this collection dated from the late 1930s to 1946. 
Twenty-three textile designs were derived from the 
paintings and sketches submitted to Onondaga by the Midtown 
Galleries. These designs varied in style somewhat from the 
original artists' images, partially through the influence of the 
industrial designers, and can be compared with the works of 
abstract expressionists, such as Arshile Gorky and Joan Mir6, 
who were gaining popularity. 
Some motifs were modified by the industrial designers as 
they were translated from the paintings, such as Dong Kingman"s 
"Back Yards," making them suitable for contemporary taste, such 
as Pierce's "Europa and the Bull." Yet, effort was also made to 
keep these modifications in the character of the original works. 
The designs also carried the graphic qualities of the 
screen printing method used in production. Screen printing had 
evolved into a popular printing method for the textile industry 
through experimentation since the early part of the century and 
from necessity when metal rollers were confiscated for military 
use during the war years. Trademarks of textile screen printing 
were larger motifs and design repeats, washes of color, and fine 
caligraphic lines. 
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Once the Midtown paintings were translated into textile 
designs, they were printed onto rayon and silk crepe. Then the 
fabrics were given to well-known American clothing designers to 
be made into fashionable women"s day and evening wear which 
included dresses, suits, blouses and scarves. 
Some of these designers, such as Jo Copeland and Sophie of 
Saks adapted the originally flat images of "New Orleans" and 
"Horses" into shaped garments with little difficulty, using the 
the print motifs to balance the lines of the dresses. On the 
other hand, not all designs were successful. Sometimes the 
print design overpowered the dress design, as in Miss Brownie's 
interpretation of Doris Rosenthal's "Corn Foliage;" other times 
the garment design overpowered the print,as in Nettie 
Rosenstein"s adaption of "Cider Press" into evening dresses. 
Challenges also were presented to the designers by the large 
sizes of some motifs and pattern repeats. 
Yet, as a whole, the garments were consistent with 
contemporary fashions. Several were reminiscent of conservative 
styles of earlier decades, such as Mme. Eta's "Clouds and Trees" 
evening dress, while others showed the experimentation with new 
ideas of softer lines and draped effects, such as Bruno's dress 
from Binford's "Woman with a Hat." 
The experiments with new styles continued with the 
attention given to Christian Dior in the year to come . The dress 
designs were not unfamiliar considering that several designers 
had utilized them as early as the thirties; draping enjoyed 
continued popularity through the latter forties. Harper's 
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Bazaar announced in its January 1947 issue, before Dior 
announced his designs, that fine fabrics were returning which 
were suitable for "the season's gently curved silhouettes. 11 152 
These Onondaga fabrics lent themselves easily to this new 
silhouette. 
Although Christian Dior came out with his "New Look" in 
Paris one month after the Onondaga dresses arrived at the 
retailers, his "innovative" new style did not have an impact on 
the American public until later in the spring . 153 The "New Look" 
probably did not overly affect the sales or success of the 
garments made from Onondaga prints because similar styles were 
already emerging in the fashion world through other designers. 
The textiles, paintings, and garments were exhibited in 
museums and galleries in major cities throughout the United 
States and sold in fashionable department stores. The Onondaga 
venture was successful enough for the company to continue with 
the concept. 
The "American Artist Print Series" very likely appealed to 
the public because of the innovative use of art in design . This 
contribution to textile and apparel design certainly interested 
the educational sphere. Design schools and museums thought it 
innovative enough to request a showing at their institutions. 15 4 
Fortunately, samples and representati ons of the pieces from 
from the Onondaga series survived for current research. This 
study provided an opportunity for the pieces to b e brought 
together again and appreciated for their value to industrial 
design, art history, textile design, and apparel design. In the 
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future, further examples of the garments and original paintings 
may be discovered, as well as the color film that was produced. 
This study explored an aspect of design history in an 
effort to understand the relationship of a specific group of 
textiles to twentieth century textile history. Little work has 
been done on the relationship between artists, textile design, 
and industry during the years immediately after World War II. 
An attempt was made to bring attention to the evolving role of 
the designer in industry in the early twentieth century. 
Most of the artists involved in this collaboration have not 
been recognized for their work in this field. This study 
brought contributions of these artists to the attention of 
researchers and encourages further study of other artists who 
may have also been involved in similar endeavors . Many other 
artists like these have yet to be discovered. 
The role of the apparel designer was examined through the 
production of the garments. In this particular series, the 
designers' efforts to adapt two-dimensional images into three-
dimensional forms was extremely important to the success of the 
finished garments. Cut, construction, and shaping had to 
consider fabric and print design while still following 
contemporary styles. Although current scholarship recognizes 
the work of some of these designers, this research indicated 
that most were well known in the forties. 
The idea of combining art with textile design continued to 
appeal to the international design scene after 1947. In 1953, 
the Institute of Contemporary Arts in Britain produced a series, 
"Paintings into Textiles, " following this trend_ 155 
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Series of 
this type were overshadowed as the world of textile design and 
industry moved towards geometric, abstract and biomorphic images 
in the 1950s. Today, the textile industry still produces 




A."Sun, Water, And Air" Painting by William Palmer, Dress 
by Emmet Joyce of Samuel Kass, Inc. (Artnews} 
B."Sun, Water, And Air" Textile Design by the Onondaga Silk 





A."Horses" Painting by William Palmer. (Artnews) 
B."Horses and Corrals" Textile Design by the Onondaga Silk 
Company. (RISD 47.114) 






A."The Dogwood's Last Stand"Painting by Waldo Peirce. 
B."Clouds and Trees" Textile Design by the Onondaga Silk 
Company. (RISD 47.125) 





A."Cider Press" Painting by Waldo Peirce, Evening Dress by 
Nettie Rosenstein. (The New York Times) 
B."Cider Press" Afternoon Dress by Nettie Rosenstein. 





A. "White House" Painting by Dong Kingman. (American Artist) 
B."New Orleans" Textile Design by the Onondaga Silk 
Company. (RISD 47.129) 





A."Back Yards" Painting by Dong Kingman. 
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C 
B."Chickens in Squares" Textile Design by the Onondaga Silk 
company. < Art news) 






A. "Carousel" Painting by Gladys Rockmore Davis. (Artnews) 
B."Carousel" Textile Design by the Onondaga Silk Company, 
Dress by Nettie Rosenstein. (Artnews) 
A B 
FIGURE 8 
A."Corn Foliage" Textile Design by the Onondaga Silk 
Company. (RISD 47.122) 
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A."Fine Creek Mills" Textile Design by the Onondaga Silk 
Company. (RISD 47.127) 
B."Fine Creek Mills" Afternoon Dress by Brownie of 




A. "Woman with a Hat" Textile Design by the Onondaga Silk 
Company. (RISD 47.128) 
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The beginning of the following section highlights major 
political, social, and cultural events which influenced everyday 
life in the first half of the twentieth century. The atmosphere 
created by these events was reflected strongly in the arts and 
designs of this period. The second part explores the major 
influences on and participants in fashion design in the first 
half of the twentieth century and the resulting changes that 
occurred in women"s garments. 
Design Influences in the Early Twentieth century 
The first decade of this new century combined both old and 
new ideas. England, France, Italy, Russia, and Germany had 
dominated the social, political, and economic stages in the 
western world for several centuries. Through their domination 
they influenced social and cultural standards. This was to 
slowly change with the start of the new century. 1 
One of the important factors in this change was the growth 
and solidarity of the working class. Another factor was the 
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rise in the economic statuses of the above colonial powers. 
These and other factors added to an increasing restlessness of 
the colonial inhabitants who, as a result, challenged the 
established powers who had ruled political and economic life. 
Many colonial states started revolting against their parental 
governments no longer needing, or wanting, their economic or 
political governance. Western culture and standards were to 
fall in the face of new cultures and non-western standards. 
Eventually, the resulting confrontations and revolutions were to 
lead towards greater confrontation in World War I. 2 
Art and design in these early years followed several 
styles. Included among these were the styles established in the 
late nineteenth century as well as several new styles. 3 The 
Arts and Crafts Movement of the late nineteenth century 
continued into the twentieth century. Western society also 
became fascinated with exotic, non-European cultures such as 
Turkish, Caucasian, Oriental and Indian cultures. 4 Political 
unrest arising in colonial societies brought these cultures to 
the notice of Europe. The paintings of the "Fauves" include 
strange and exotic works such as those by Matisse and Gauguin. 5 
The second decade was a time of increasing conflict. 
Between 1914-1919, World War I occupied the minds of many 
people. In 1917, Russia also became engulfed in political 
revolutions. 6 New forms of technology were adapted and used for 
fighting. Airplanes, tanks, and chemical gasses were used in 
addition to traditional forms of combat. 7 Trade with England 
and Europe was hindered. The United States had a geographical 
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advantage in this war and suffered less direct damage. As a 
result, the center of technological innovation and mass 
production began moving from England to the United States. 8 
People sought escape from the shadow of war through 
indulgence in foreign cultures and expression of new ideas 
through less traditional art forms and styles. Turkish, 
Caucasian, Oriental and Indian fads became full-blown. 9 These 
cultures continued to be highlighted in the political arena with 
unsuccessful attempts to gain independence from their rulers. 10 
Orientalism was a popular theme throughout fashion following the 
influence of Diaghilev's Ballets Russe and Scheherezade earlier 
in the century. 11 These ballets had a great influence on social 
life as well as fashion for many years to come both in Europe 
and in the United States. 
A focus was also turned towards American culture. 12 The 
New York Armory Show in 1913 gave strong support to contemporary 
artistic endeavors. 13 These endeavors included new forms of 
expression. Artists moved away from a focus on subject matter 
and turned their concentration to technique and form. 14 
Excess and post-war trauma preoccupied the minds of the 
whole world in the third decade. 15 To some this period was 
referred to as the Roaring Twenties: a time for parties, 
flappers, fast cars, jazz and Hollywood glamour. To others, 
this was a period of recovery from the ravages of the First 
World War and the unrest it brought. 16 
In 1923, Lord Carnarvon discovered Tutankhamen's tomb in 
Luxor. As a result, Egyptian motifs began appearing everywhere: 
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on clothing and manufactured objects, advertisements and 
publications. In 1925, American Jazz hit Paris with great 
success along with the Art Decoratifs Exhibition. The Art Deco 
period, as it came to be called, combined Cubism, Bauhaus, 
Expressionism with Egyptian, Aztec, and Russian influences. 17 
Italy lent a neoclassical influence to design starting with Art 
Deco. The arts in general exhibited a geometric appearance. 18 
Among the great names in entertainment of this decade were 
Josephine Baker, Gloria Swanson, Pola Negri and Greta Garbo . 19 
Then, in 1929, the stock market crashed in the United 
States, and the Great Depression hit everyone, worldwide . 20 The 
United States had been the economic leader after World War I 
because of its technological power and available workforce, but 
its flirtation with greatness was short lived. Many of the war-
torn countries were unable to repay money which had been loaned 
to them by the United States. 21 
The thirties were the decade of economic and political 
concerns. There was a scramble to have war debts repaid. In 
the early thirties several import tariffs were placed on foreign 
items. 22 Governments tried to help out-of-work artists by 
creating work and encouraging their participation in industry. 23 
In the United States the Federal Arts Project was established, 
while in Britain the Design and Industries Association was 
begun. 24 
Surrealism gained momentum, perhaps questioning the role of 
reality in the world. 25 Salvatore Dali was one of the leaders 
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of this movement. Other forms of artistic expression included 
semi-abstraction, formal abstraction and biomorphism. 26 
A fascination with Hollywood stars and films took center 
stage from the beginning of the decade. The world was watching 
Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers and listening to Duke Ellington 
and Louis Armstrong. Big bands and swing were strong. An 
effort was made to ignore the real difficulties of everyday life 
and bury them under entertainment. 27 
One of the major difficulties was that World War II was 
brewing . Hitler and Moussolini gained power in Germany and 
Italy, restructuring the economic stage for their own political 
purposes. Japan was examining its place in the political world. 
Spain was enveloped in civil war . In 1939, World War II broke 
out and lasted until 1945. 28 
By the beginning of the forties, the effect of war had 
begun to show itself. People were anxious to do something 
productive, perhaps to further themselves and to feel a part of 
the effort to win this second world war. Fitness crazes began 
to arise. 29 Rationing had started and life took on a more rigid 
outward appearance. 30 
In the post-World War II era interest in technology, 
engineering, and science increased throughout the world. 31 
Immediately after World War II, the United States was the center 
of design. 32 It again emerged from the war with fewer scars 
than Europe. 33 Many European artists had emigrated to this 
country for political reasons during the war. 34 
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By the early fifties the abstraction and biomorphism of 
the late forties developed into molecular and crystallo-graphic 
forms in art. This was a reaction to the advances in science . 35 
Functionalism and good design were also strong factors in 
production. 3 6 The results can be seen in the large geometric 
shapes and motifs that emerged in art and design . 
Fashion Design in the Early Twentieth century 
Just as in other artistic ventures, fashion design in the 
early years of the twentieth century continued to follow styles 
established in the late nineteenth century with only slight 
variations. Women"s fashions were characterized by ankle-length 
skirts, high necklines, and corse t ed waists. 37 Silhouettes of 
the first decade showed influences of the Arts and Crafts 
Movement in the emphasis on the S-shaped curve . 38 
Fashion and design were restrained during World war I. 39 
Couturiers throughout the world were faced with decreased 
quantities of fabrics with which to work; attention also turned 
towards the creation of practical, functional styles for the 
growing female workforce. 40 The S-shaped figure which had been 
popular at the beginning of the nineteenth century had become 
slimmer by the beginning of World War I. Hemlines began to 
rise. Trousers and pants were not yet fashionable wear but 
became acceptable garments for women to wear at work . Couture 
houses functioning during the war included Worth, Doucet, 
Lanvin, Paquin, Poiret, the Callots, Chanel, and Vionnet. 4 1 
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In the late teens and early twenties, Paris was the center 
of fashion design. 42 The effort to achieve a more modern, or 
contemporary, style grew. 43 Italy lent a neoclassical influence 
to design. 44 The discovery of King Tutankhamen's tomb in Egypt 
had an influence on fashion. Geometric shapes and designs 
appeared everywhere as a result of Art Deco. Styles became 
streamlined emphasizing a slim, straight boyish appearance. 
Waistlines dropped to the hipline. Sonia Delaunay, Hartnell, 
Schiaparelli, Chanel, Patou, and Galitzine were popular fashion 
designers. 4 5 Hollywood also began to have an influence on 
fashion styles. 46 Not only was appearance important, but 
function and practicality began to play a more important part in 
clothing styles. Mid-way through the twenties sports clothes 
and short skirts appeared. 47 
The economic changes of the Great Depression influenced the 
fashion world. Import tariffs on foreign items encouraged lower 
cost custom-made knock-offs of designer models for the mass 
market. 48 Fashion leaders at this time were Schiaparelli, 
Rochas, Molyneux, Patou, Lanvin, Adrian, Greer, Mainbocher, and 
Chanel. Hollywood was a strong force as inspiration for 
fashion, and its American designers gained status in the 
previously Paris-oriented world of fashion. 49 
By the end of this decade, styles had become severe with an 
almost military-like appearance. Shoulders began to broaden and 
waists narrowed. 50 This was a significant change from the 
tubular silhouette of the teens and twenties. 
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Paris, which had been the center of fashion design, was 
preoccupied with World War II between 1941 and 1945 but was 
still able to devote some of its energy to fashion design. Many 
couture designers had retired at the start of the war, leaving a 
gap in the industry which was only slowly filled by new names. 
The focus turned to America and its growing inexpensive ready-
to-wear industry. 51 Function and utility were the driving 
forces of apparel design during the war years. Rationing of 
materials dictated tailored outfits and slim skirts. 52 The 
average dress used only three to four yards of material. 
In 1944, Paris was liberated, and fashion began to 
recover. 53 Creativity in Paris centered on accessories more 
than apparel. Consumers in both Europe and the United States 
were buying selectively from the new, lower cost and more 
readily available ready-to-wear market. Yet, they had an urge 
for something different, a break from the utilitarian designs 
and a yearning to return to normalcy. 54 
drop. 55 
Hemlines began to 
One of the most influential new styles was the "New Look" 
created by Christian Dior in February 1947. This consisted of 
dresses with a round look made by curv ed shoulders, shaped 
bosoms, small waists and long, full skirts. 56 Some of Dior"s 
new styles consisted of as many as fifty yards of fabric in the 
skirt alone. 57 Angles were no longer accentuated, and plainness 
and functionality were no longer th e de t er miners of style. 58 
This was not an entirely new style, nor did it have an 
immediate impact on the whole world. 59 Similar designs to 
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Dior ' s "New Look" had been seen before the Second World War, but 
clothes rationing and affordability of the quantities of fabric 
needed in these styles delayed their appearance. 60 A major 
difference between Dior and other designers was that Dior had 
strong commercial backers from the industry and strong publicity 
helped make his designs known, overshadowing all others. 61 
Slowly, frivolity and femininity arose again out of the 
practical effects on fashion of the depression and World War II. 
The restraint and formality of the previous years evaporated and 
softer lines emerged. By the early fifties, sports clothes and 
pants gained popularity for everyday wear. The fashion world 
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APPENDIX B 
PAINTINGS AND DESIGNS SENT TO THE ONONDAGA SILK COMPANY 
BY THE MIDTOWN GALLERIES1 
December 5, 1945 
Julien Binford 






"Merry Go Round" 
"Painting with Motifs" 
Colorado" 





Golden Gate Park" 
White House" 
"New Orleans" 








"The Cherry Tree" 
"Lobster Pots" 




April 1, 1946 
13 [unidentified] textile designs by Emlen Etting were 
sent from Midtown to Onondaga and returned 
January 31, 1947 
Waldo Peirce 
February 10, 1947 
Dong Kingman 
Gladys Rockmore Davis 
"In the Park" 
"Mandola and Music" 
"Before the Concert" 
"The Irish Harp" 




"Jack and Jill" 
"Puppet Show" 
"Hearts and Flowers" 
"Lady Godiva" 
"May Pole" 
February 13, 1947 (Designs listed as received by Onondaga; 
the artists were not identified) 
"Green Trees" 





"Artist in a Landscape" 
and others [titles 
unknown] 






"House by EL" 
"Washington Monument" 
Waldo Peirce 
Gladys Rockmore Davis 
May 1, 1947 
Julien Binford 









"Torn Piper's Son" 
"Clown With Flute" 
"Three Witches" 
"Summer Bathing" 





and others [titles 
unknown] 
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"Potomac River Fisherman" 
"Edgar A. Poe's Raven" 
"Edgar Poe ' s Raven" 
"Chickens and Doodles" 
"Turkey Shoot" 
"Turkeys in the Straw" 





















May 6, 1949 
Dong Kingman 
















"Circus at Night" 
"Downtown Brooklyn" 
"Entrance to the EL" 




















May 11, 1950 
Henry Billings 
Cecile Belle 
8 designs [unidentified] 
9 designs [unidentified] 
June 7, 1950 (Items listed as returned to Midtown) 
1 package Cecile Belle 
1 package containing : 
1 package containing 11 






























Other Kingman paintings sent to Onondaga: 
"Kingman #1" 
Stop" 
Fish & Seaweed" 
Room Hote l" 
One Way" 
Street Scene #1" 





"Birds and Transfer" 
"Colorado Spring 42" 
Other Binford designs submitted to Onondaga for 
consideration: 
"Navy Search Lights" 
"Navy New York Harbor" 







Wheat Cradlers #1" 
"Wheat Cradlers #2" 
"Horses" 
"White Chickens" 
"Wheelbarrow Farm Scene" 
"Traffic Jam" 
"Horses in Pasture" 
"Wheat Cradlers #3" 
LITERATURE CITED 
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1 Smithsonian Institution Archives of American Art, 
Washington, D.C., Midtown Galleries Records $f1932-1983, series 
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APPENDIX C 84 
EXTANT PAINTINGS, TEXTILE DESIGN SAMPLES, AND GARMENTS 
FROM THE "AMERICAN ARTIST PRINT SERIES" 
Artist, Title Painting,Sketch Textile Garment or 
or Drawing Sample Garment Design 
Ealmei: 
Horse s and Corra l s 
Sun, Water, and Air 
Horses 
Eein;;e 
Jardin Aux Lilas 
Kittens at Play 









Chickens in Squares 
D2;vi~ 









Fine Creek Mills 
Woman with a Hat 
A - Archives of American Art 
AA - American Artist Magazine 
AG - Addison Gallery of Art 
AN - Artnews Magazine 
AN* A, R 
AN*,AG* R AN* 
AN* AN* A* ,AN* 
AG* R A*,sT* 
R 
C,R A* 
A* ,AG* R A* 
AG*, NYT*, NB CI CI, B* 
AG* A 
AN*,H ,P R AN* 
AA* R AA* 
AG* R 
A* A,C,R(?) A* , AN* 
G,P A , R (?) A* ,AN* 
A* ,AG* A,R A* 
AN* C,R AN*, D* 
AG* A,C 
A* C,R AN* 
A* ,AG* A, R 
A* 
A*, p A,R A* ,AN* 
A* ,R CI , B* CI 
A,R A,AN* A*,AN* 
H - Huli ck, Waldo Pierce;A New 
Assessment 
NB - The New Britain Museum of Art 
NYT- New York Times Newspaper 
B - The Bloomingdale Collection, 
Spring-Summer 1947 catalogue . 
R - The Museum of Art, Rhode 
Island Sc h ool of Design 
C - The Cleveland Museum of Art 
CI - The Costume Institute, The 
Metropolitan Museum o f Art 
D - Design Magazine 
G - Gruskin and Saroyan , Th e 
Watercolors of Dong Kingman 
ST - The Sa int Loui s Art Museum 
P - Private Col lection 
* Photographic representation 




BIOGRAPHIES OF ARTISTS INVOLVED WITH THE "AMERICAN ARTIST PRINT 
SERIES" 
Julien Binford 
Binford was born in 1908 in Fine Creek Mills, Virginia. He 
studied at Emory University, and the Art Institute of Chicago. 
The primary focus of Binford's work was his home state, 
Virginia, and her landscapes. His works include oils, acrylics, 
and watercolors. He received awards for his works from the Art 
Institute of Chicago; Virginia Museum of Fine Art, 1940; 
Virginia State Library; and the Rosenwald Foundation. At 
present, Binford resides in North Carolina. 1 
Gladys Rockmore Davis 
Davis was born in New York City in 1901. She studied at 
the Chicago Institute of Art. She worked in the medium of 
pastels. Her subjects included theatrical and romantic images 
as well as storybook themes. Davis was recognized by the Art 
Institute of Chicago, 1937; William R. French Medal, 1937; 
Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts Purchase Prize, 1937; 
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Recommendation Purchase Prize, 1938, from the Virginia Museum of 
Fine Arts; Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts Honorable Mention, 
1939; Third Honorable Mention by the Corcoran Gallery of Art, 
1939; Metropolitan Museum, 1940; Swope Museum, 1942; the 
National Academy of Design, 1944; Pepsi-Cola, 1946; the 
Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts Gold Medal, 1952; and the 
National Academy Gold Medal, 1955. She died in 1967 . 2 
Dong Kingman 
Kingman was born in Oakland, California in 1911 . He spent 
some of his childho od in China. He studied art at the Lingman 
School, Hong Kong, and at the Fox & Morgan Art School in 
Oakland. He taught in San Diego, San Francisco, Laramie at the 
University of Wyoming, and New York City at Columbia University. 
His works included watercolors, lacquer work, acrylics, 
illustrations, and murals. His most common subjects were 
cityscapes and related imagery. He designed a tapestry on 
commission in Hong Kong. Awards for his work include a San 
Francisco Art Association Prize, 1936; the Metropolitan Museum 
of Art Watercolor Exhibition & American Watercolor Society 
Annual; Dolphin Medal Award, American Watercolor Society, 1987; 
Paul Remmey Award, American Watercolor Society, 1990; Mary 
Pleissner Award, American Watercolor Society, 1991. He 
currently resides in New York City . 3 
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William Palmer 
William Palmer was born in Des Moines, Iowa in 1906. 
Palmer studied at the Art Student's League and the Ecole des 
Beaux Artes, France. He taught at Hamilton College and Munson-
Williams-Proctor Institute. He worked primarily on paintings 
and murals of New York State. Commissions he completed included 
murals for the Works Project Administration Fine Arts Project, 
1939. He was recognized in his field by the National Academy of 
Design, 1947; the Paris Salon Medal, 1937; Audubon Artists, 
1947; the American Institute of Arts and Letters Grant, 1953; 
and the Benjamin Altman Prize. 4 
Waldo Peirce 
Waldo Peirce was born in Bangor, Maine in 1884. He studied 
at the Julian Academy, Paris, France as well as in Spain. He 
lived in Europe after the First World War but returned to the 
United States in 1930 . His work frequently included 
impressionistic interpretations of allegorical themes in oil or 
watercolor. He was awarded the First Purchase Prize by Pomona 
College, 1933; First Purchase Prize by the Artists for Victory 
Portrait of America Contest by Pepsi-Cola, 1944; First Honorable 
Mention by the Carnegie Institute, 1944; First Purchase Prize in 
the Paintings of the Year Contest by Pepsi-Cola, 1948. Peirce 
died in 1970. s 
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Doris Rosenthal 
Rosenthal was born in Riverside, California. She studied 
art at Columbia University, with the Art Students League, and 
abroad . Besides painting, Rosenthal worked with lithography. 
Her subjects often focussed on Central American images and 
themes. She was recognized for her contribution to the art 
world with two Guggenheim Fellowships, 1931-32 and 1936-37; an 
American Academy of Arts and Letters Grant, 1952; by the 
Northwest Printmakers; by the National Academy of Design, 1952; 
and a Thomas B. Clark Award, 1952. She died in 1971. 6 
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APPENDIX E 
BIOGRAPHIES OF DESIGNERS INVOLVED WITH THE AMERICAN ARTIST PRINT 
S~I~" 
Brownie of Foxbrownie 
Miss Brownie of Foxbrownie designed expensive afternoon and 
evening clothes. These designs were available at stores such as 
A. Harris & Company, Thalhimers, the May Company, and Woolf 
Brothers.1 
Bruno of spectator Sports 
Bruno of Spectator Sports was rated among t he best ready -
to-wear designers of the 1940s. His designs were avai lable from 
Stix, Baer and Fuller. 2 
Jo Copeland of Pattullo 
Jo Copeland was born into the c l othing business in New 
York. She was exposed to the trade through her father. She 
studied at both the Art Students League and the New York School 
of Fine and Appl ied Art. After working as a designer and 
fashion illustra tor , she bega n designing part-time for the 
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Pattullo Company, a wholesaler . In 1930, after achieving a 
full-time position in this establishment, she left to pursue a 
four-year wholesaling partnership with Ann Sadowsky . When this 
partnership ended, Copeland returned to Pattullo. She 
eventually become a partner of that firm and continued to design 
until 1970. Copeland died in 1982. 
Copeland was considered an exceptionally talented American 
ready-to-wear designer and was frequently copied. She produced 
rather expensive, well - made clothing which tended to be formal 
rather than sporty. She preferred to design on figures 
following her own style rather than contemporary trends. 
Copeland worked with other Onondaga fabrics in addition those 
included in the "American Artist Print Series." Her designs 
were sold through Saks Fifth Avenue, Marshall Field and Company, 
Ransohoffs, the William H. Block Company, Montaldo"s, Neiman-
Marcus, Frost Bros . , Young-Quinlan, The Lindner Coy, and many 
other businesses during the late 1940s . 3 
Madame Eta of Ren-Eta 
Mme. Eta was born Eta Valer Hentz of Budapest. Raised in 
Hungary, she studied at the Hungarian Royal State Academy of 
Industrial Arts. The company, Ren-Eta, which was established in 
the 1920s was the result of a partnership between Maurice 
Rentner and Madame Eta . In the 1930s, Mme. Eta established her 
own business with Ann Sadowsky. 
Mme. Eta was consider ed a "t op-of-the-line" ready -t o-wear 
designer in the 1940s who created f or the wholesale market. Her 
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designs included several thematic collections such as Grecian 
classicism in 1943, Cape Cod in 1944, and the Middle Ages in 
1945. Mme. Eta's designs were available through stores such as 
Bergdorf Goodman, Neiman-Marcus, and Lord & Taylor. 4 
Emmet Joyce of Samuel Kass. Inc, 
Emmet Joyce was born in Chicago. His education came from 
the Art Institute of Chicago. Eventually, Joyce moved from 
Chicago to New York and went to work for Hattie Carnegie. In 
1928, he began a very successful wholesale business of his own. 
By 1935, Joyce had distanced himself from his company and was 
designing for Mme. Frances and Saks Fifth Avenue. He also 
worked at various times with Sophie of Saks on the "Saks 
Originals" collection. 
Joyce produced many day and evening clothes and often used 
purple and pink fabrics in his garments. He sold his ready-to-
wear designs at Bergdorf Goodman, Jay-Thorpe and his own 
showroom. 5 
Morris Kraus of Zuckerman and Kraus 
Kraus' designs sold through the company of Zuckerman & 
Kraus in the late 1940s. Ben Zuckerman has gained more notice 
than Kraus in the history of American Fashion. 6 
Sally Milgrim 
Sally Milgrim designed for the Milgrim wholesale stores. 
By 1931, she had her own studio at Milgrim . She is known to 
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have designed both ready-to-wear under the label "salymil" as 
well as for Milgrim. She also designed custom clothing and is 
known for her presidential inaugural gowns for the wives of 
Harding, Coolidge, and Roosevelt. Although Milgrim was a 
wholesale company, it rated among specialty shops in the 1930s. 7 
Anna Miller 
Anna Miller was the sister of designer Maurice Rentner. 
Little has been written about her career beyond the 1959 merger 
of their two companies. 8 
Ben Reig 
The Ben Reig company was founded in 1929 and mainly 
specialized in wholesale expensive coats and suits . Its main 
designer in the 1940s and 1950s was Omar Kiam. The apparel was 
carried by Lord & Taylor, Marshall Field, Neiman-Marcus, and The 
Blum Stores. 9 
Nettie Rosenstein 
Nettie Rosenstein was born Nettie Rosencrans in Austria. 
She came to New York with her family in the 1890s. Rosenstein 
began sewing at an early age. In 1916, she married Saul 
Rosenstein. She began her own home-based business venture in 
1919. By 1921, it had grown to 50 employees. At this time she 
also began wholesaling with I .Magnin. In 1929, Rosenstein 
temporarily retired from the apparel business but later returned 
to design for Corbeau et Cie . In 1931 Nettie Rosenstein worked 
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with her sister Eva and Charles Gumprecht wholesaling under her 
own name. In 1961, Rosenstein moved away from garment design 
and focused more on her accessory designs. At this time, her 
sister began to design for other wholesalers. 
Nettie Rosenstein's designs have been considered some of 
the best to come out of the ready-to-wear industry of the 1940s. 
~ magazine profiled Rosenstein in 1937 when the public began 
to look at the designers behind the company names . In 1938 
Rosenstein won an award from Lord & Taylor for her designs, and 
in 1947 she also won a Coty Award . Her specialties were casual 
and formal evening clothes, often in black . Rosenstein 
preferred to design on the figure. Her designs often emphasized 
small waists contrasting with broad shoulder lines . Rosenstein 
worked with Onondaga fabrics on projects other than the 
"American Artist Print Series. " Rosenstein's designs were 
carried by a single store in each city. Stores such as 
Kaufmann's; The Lindner Coy; Joske"s of Texas; Saks Fifth 
Avenue; Carson, Pirie, Scott & Company; Harzfield's; Montaldo"s; 
and Holmes carried her line. 10 
Sophie of Saks Fifth Avenue 
Sophie Gimbel , wife of Adam Gimbel, owner of Saks Fifth 
Avenue, commonly was known as Sophie of Saks. She was an in-
house designer whose exc l usive designs were considered to have 
"the most expensive prices ever mentioned in the advertisements 
of the [1930] era." 11 These prices averaged $125. By 1938, 
her dresses ranged from $145-$1500. By 1947 Sophie was the 
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cover story of~ magazine. Her designs included the 
exclusive made-to-order garments available at the Salon Moderne 
at Saks, the "Saks Originals" collection designed in 
collaboration with Emmet Joyce, the "sophie-gimbel" line and 
other ready-to-wear. Sophie Gimbel retired from designing in 
1969. She died in 1981. 12 
Joset walker of David M, Goldstein, Inc, 
Joset Walker was born in France. Her design education came 
by way of Broadway and Hollywood rather than Fifth Avenue. 
Walker has been mentioned occasionally in the same breath as 
Claire Mccardell. She was known as a wholesale designer of 
affordable sports clothes and casual wear for the more practical 
woman. A common feature of her dress designs during the late 
1940s was the drawstring waist. 13 
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APPENDI X F 
QUANTITIES OF YARDAGE SOLD OF FABRICS FROM THE "AMERICAN ARTIST PRINT 
SERIES "1 
Total to 6/1/47- Total to 1/1/47- Total to 
5£'.31£'.~7 12 t.n £'.~ 7 l2nl£'.~7 JtH£'.~~ Jnl,~~ 
Ealmei:: 
Horses and Corrals 3383 1/8 197 3580 1/8 254 1/8 3835 
Sun,Water, Air 1211 6/8 101 3/8 1313 1/8 19 7/8 1333 
Eiei::r.:;e 
Cider Press 1598 7/8 2325 3/8 3924 2/8 131 6/8 4056 
Fish in Net 952 6/8 1013 3/8 1966 1/8 16 1982 1/8 
Sea Fantasy 1119 4/8 971 6/8 2091 2/8 2046 3/8 4137 5/8 
Kittens at Play 678 4/8 1 3/8 679 7/8 89 5/8 769 4 /8 
Jardin Aux Lilas 845 2/8 845 2/8 845 2/8 
Trout Fishing 3843 2/8 3843 2/8 3843 2/8 
Trees[Clouds 1650 2/8 1 3/8 1651 5/8 63 2/8 1714 7/8 
and Trees] 
lUngmsi.n 
Red Poppies 2118 7 /8 5 2123 7/8 18 2141 7/8 
New Orleans 1113 3/8 1730 4/8 2843 7/8 69 4/8 2913 3/8 
Ch ick ens in Squares 1327 7/8 21 5/8 1349 4/8 272 4/8 1622 
Trees 1350 7/8 1294 6/8 2645 5/8 2645 5 /8 
~ 
Ballet Slippers 1333 4 /8 1333 4/8 1333 4/8 
Giselle 882 5/8 1 2/8 883 7/8 25 5/8 858 2/8 
Carousel 1019 7/8 154 4/8 1174 3/8 1174 3/8 
EQ~ent.bal 
Tropical Foliage 776 6/8 19 6/8 796 4/8 57 3/8 853 7/8 
[Papayas] 
Papayas 1010 181 3/8 1191 3/8 20 1211 3/8 
Corn Foiliage 1711 3/8 50 5/8 1761 6/8 20 1781 6/8 
SiDfQi;:g 
Woman with a Hat 1769 1/8 48 181 7 1/8 15 1832 1/8 
Fine Creek Mills 2445 7/8 127 2572 7/8 2572 7 /8 
White Chickens 7533 1/8 184 2/8 7717 3/8 214 7931 5/8 
1 Smithsonian Institution Archives of American Art, Washington, D.C . , 
Midtown Galleries Records $f1932-1983, series II Exhibitions, box on Onondaga. 
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APPENDIX G 
LIST OF INSTITUTIONS CONTACTED 
Museums and archives contacted in search of representations 
of textiles or clothing from the Onondaga "American Artist Print 
Series, 1947" include: 
The Addison Gallery of Art, Andover, Massachusetts* 
The Archives of American Art, Washington, D.C.* 
The Art Institute of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois* 
The Brooklyn Museum, Brooklyn, New York 
The Cleveland Museum of Art, Cleveland, Ohio* 
The Dayton Art Institute, Dayton, Ohio* 
The Fashion Institute of Technology, New York* 
The Fort Wayne Museum of Art, Fort Wayne, Indiana* 
The Goldie Paley Gallery, Moore College of Art and Design, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania* 
The Goldstein Gallery, the University of Minnesota, St . Paul, 
Minnesota* 
The Helen Allen Textile Collection, the University of Wisconsin, 
Madison Wisconsin* 
The High Museum of Art, Atlanta, Georgia* 
The Kalamazoo Institute of Art, Kalamazoo, Michigan* 
The Memorial Art Gallery of the University of Rochester, 
Rochester, New York* 
The Memphis Brooks Museum of Art, Memphis, Tennessee* 
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York* 
The Midtown Galleries, New York* (referred to the Archives of 
American Art which holds their records) 
The Munson-Williams-Proctor Institute, Utica, New York* 
The Museum of Fine Art, Boston, Massachusetts 
The New Britain Museum of Art, New Britain, Connecticut* 
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The Philadelphia College of Textiles and Science, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania* 
The Philadelphia Museum of Art, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania* 
The Saint Louis Art Museum, St. Louis, Missouri* 
The Scalamandre Museum of Textiles, New York 
The Springfield Museum Of Art, Springfield, Missouri 
The Toledo Museum of Art, Toledo, Ohio* 
The Virginia Museum of Art, Richmond, Virginia* 
Queries were placed in the following publications: 
The Textile Society of America Newsletter 
The Costume Society of America Newsletter 
ITAA Newsletter 
In search of information on the Onondaga Silk Company 
inquiries were also made of: 
Ford, Bacon & Davis, Inc., Clifton, New Jersey 
The Museum of American Textile History, North Andover, 
Massachusetts* 
The Easton Public Library, Easton, Pennsylvania 
The Northampton County Historical and Genealogical Society, 
Easton, Pennsylvania 
In search of the educational color film made in conjunction 
with the American Artist Print Series exhibit inquiries were 
made of: 
The American Archives of the Factual Film, Iowa State 
University* 
The Art on Film Database Service, New York* 
The Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.* 
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The following collections contain samples of the textiles 
and garments from the Onondaga series {see Appendix III for 
details): 
The Archives of American Art, Washington, D. C . 
The Cleveland Museum of Art, Cleveland, Ohio 
The Metropolitan Museum of Fine Art, New York 
The Museum of the Rhode Island School of Design 
The following institutions contain paintings and 
representations of paintings which inspired the textile prints 
by Onondaga {see Appendix III for details) : 
Addison Gallery of Art, Phillips Academy, Andover, Massachusetts 
The New Britain Museum of Art, New Britain, Connecticut 
Furthermore, I would like to thank Mary Gruskin for 
corresponding with me ab out her r o le in the collaboration . 
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